Wet concrete was building up in the delivery hopper...

The concrete would clog and then harden, eventually restricting flow through the discharge gate. The clogs caused inaccurate batches, and we had to clear them by banging on the sides of the hopper with a sledge hammer. It was a time-consuming waste of man-hours, caused production down-time, and there was a real risk that the guy doing the hammering would get hurt. We needed a better way to keep concrete flowing. VIBCO recommended the DC-450T Electric Vibrator with a remote control switch. We haven’t had a single clog since installation!

Purchasing Manager
Greg K., South Carolina

Model DC-450T
12V Battery Operated Vibrator

- 7000 VPM Max Speed
- 12 or 24 Volt Power Available
- 400 lbs of force
- 75 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALTERNATE MODELS
- VS-380 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator with built-in muffler
- 50-2 Pneumatic Piston Vibrator
- 2P-150 Heavy Duty Electric Vibrator